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Effects of Base Rate

The central idea of statistical prediction is that previously observed relations between

predictor variables and criterion classifications permit estimates of the most probable criterion

outcomes for each category of persons or groups. Predictive classifications have many uses for

research, program planning and evaluation, policy development, and individual case decision making

(Gottfredson & Tonry, 1987). This is particularly true in the medical sciences, and is becoming

increasingly popular in the behavioral and social sciences. In fact, prediction models have become

central both to setting general policies as well as to making decisions about individuals in a number

of behavioral science domains. For example, a search of the ERIC database indicated that between

January, 1990 and July, 1997, a keyword search on the term "logistic regression" produced 84

abstracts. A sample of the abstracts which were directly relevant to educational research

applications included several studies which employed logistic regression to predict student retention

in college (e.g., see Huesman, Moore, Huang, & Guo, 1996; Sherry & Sherry, 1996; Miller,

Brownell, & Smith, 1995; Wilson & Hardgrave, 1995; Gillespie & Noble, 1992), to detect

Differential Item Functioning of test items (e.g., see French & Miller, 1996; Ryan & Chiu, 1996;

Ryan & Bachman, 1992), to predict successful performance of students on various standardized

achievement tests (e.g., see Berends, Koretz, & Harris, 1995; Weimer, 1996), and to predict

faculty retention and tenure outcomes (e.g., see Eimers, 1995).

Thus, it is imperative that attempts be made to assess the predictive accuracy of any

prediction model. Unfortunately, traditional measures of predictive accuracy have all been criticized

as suffering from the "base rate problem." The base rate refers to the relative frequency of

occurrence (i.e., ratio of successes to failures) of the event being studied in the population of

interest. The problem stems from the fact that statistical prediction models often are not valid

when applied to populations with a different base rate than the population for which the prediction

model was constructed. This problem is further compounded by the fact that most measures of

predictive accuracy are highly sensitive to changes in the base rate (Fergusson et al., 1977).
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The issues of predictive accuracy and the base rate problem are particularly relevant for

logistic regression prediction models where the dependent or criterion variable typically is a

dichotomous one. The reason for this is that the base rate for a dichotomous variable becomes the

marginal distribution of the outcome expectancy table (and computation of the predictive accuracy

index is based on this expectancy table). For example, if 40% of students successfully complete a

developmental mathematics program, then a 40% base rate will be used in the logistic regression

prediction model. But if that same model is then used on a group of developmental mathematics

students representing a population with a true base rate of 20%, then many errors in classification

will occur since the prediction model will be invalid for the latter group of students.

In the ERIC-indexed articles listed above, the base rate problem is relevant if someone

wishes to replicate those studies. It is impossible to know what the true base rate is for the sample

being studied, and this ambiguity causes uncertainty as to the validity in generalizing results across

studies. For example, if a researcher wanted to see if one of the student-retention logistic

regression prediction models would perform well for another group of students, there would be a

problem with directly comparing the predictive efficiency or accuracy indices of those models. The

problem would stem from the fact that it would be unclear as to whether or not the two groups of

samples originated from populations with identical base rates.

It is the intention of this study to test alternate predictive accuracy indices, two of which

account for base rate levels, in order to determine to what degree they are base rate invariant (i.e.,

the value of the measure is independent of the actual sampling ratio of successes to failures) or less

sensitive to base rate changes, as model conditions including selection ratio, reliability levels of the

predictor variables, and sample size are varied across two types of logistic regression models.
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Significance of the Study

In many disciplines (e.g., medical and health research), logistic regression has become the

standard method of analysis for explaining the relationship between explanatory variables and a

dichotomous, or binary, response variable (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 1989). The base rate problem and

its effects on predictive accuracy indices for logistic regression prediction models is an area of

methodological development that has received very little attention, especially in comparison to the

methodological development in the area of goodness-of-fit indices. However, Menard (1995)

illustrates how a prediction model which fits the data well, can still lead to errors in classification.

Even with these errors in classification, Gottfredson & Tonry (1987) posit that "in virtually every

decision-making situation for which the issue has been studied, it has been found that statistically

developed prediction devices outperform human judgments" (p.36). Thus, it is necessary to

advance the methodological development of predictive accuracy indices. And since the biggest

problem associated with their use concerns the base rate issue, measures considered to be less

sensitive to the base rate, or base rate invariant, need to be assessed to determine under which

conditions of the logistic regression model they withstand base rate fluctuations.

Methods

A Monte Carlo simulation study was undertaken to generate two types of logistic regression

models. One model had a dichotomous predictor and a continuously measured predictor, while the

other model had two dichotomous predictors. All possible combinations (4) of reliability levels in the

two predictors were simulated (high-high; low-low; high-low; and low-high). Three base rate

conditions were simulated (.10, .30, .50), while a full spectrum of possible selection ratios were

employed under both small (N = 200) and large (N =2,000) sample scenarios.
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Controlling Reliability Levels of Predictor Variables

The reliability levels of the continuous predictors were controlled by generating the variables

from normal distributions with either low reliability (.60) or high reliability (.90), based on the

classical true score definition of reliability (i.e., observed score = true score + error). Specifically,

reliability was defined as the proportion of the observed score variance that was true score variance

(Allen & Yen, 1979). The two reliability levels were chosen in order to see if differences in the

effectiveness of the predictive efficiency indices could be detected when variables with

unacceptably low measurement reliability levels (e.g., .60) were employed, as opposed to variables

with measurement reliability levels considered to be acceptable (i.e., .90) for use in prediction

instruments that may be utilized to make decisions affecting someone's life (Nunnally, 1978).

Low (kappa = .30) and high (kappa = .80) reliability levels were used in the computations of

dichotomous explanatory variables as well, but were defined by Cohen's (1960) kappa. Kappa can

be interpreted as the amount of agreement-above-chance as a proportion of the maximum possible

agreement-above-chance (Collis, 1985).

The decision as to which values were used to represent low and high reliability in the

dichotomous predictors was based primarily on guidelines provided by Landis and Koch (1977). The

authors described the strength of agreement for a kappa of .30 as "Fair," and for a kappa of .80 as

"Substantial" and bordering on "Almost Perfect" (p. 165). Further, Landis and Koch (1977)

illustrated that reliability levels for categorical data do not need to be as high as the levels required

for continuous data in order to obtain high reliability. They reported that agreement between

experts in clinical psychiatric research tends to result in kappa values between .50 and .59, which

was interpreted as "Moderate" agreement. However, a kappa of .61 was all that was required to

obtain "Substantial" agreement.

Additional information that aided in the choice of a low value of kappa stemmed from a

guideline offered by Waltz, Strickland, and Lenz (1991) which said, "An acceptable level of
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interrater agreement varies from situation to situation. However, safe guidelines for acceptable

levels are P. values greater than or equal to .80 or k greater than or equal to .25" (p. 242). Thus, it

was decided that a kappa of .30 would adequately indicate low reliability for dichotomous

predictors, while remaining at an acceptable level that would represent hypothetical research

scenarios.

Generating the Logistic Regression Models

The variables were submitted to a logistic regression analysis using the PROC LOGISTIC

DESCENDING command in SAS Logistic Regression Examples manual, Version 6 (SAS Institute,

1995), which instructed the program to model predicted probabilities for Y =1. This program was

used to generate the actual logistic regression models, while manipulating the reliability levels

(similar to methods used in a study by Soderstrom & Han, 1993) of the explanatory variables. The

logistic regression algorithms were based on the maximum likelihood iterative estimation procedure.

Specifically, the data simulation was conducted such that two different forms of the two-

predictor logistic regression model were generated: 1) a model comprised of one dichotomous

predictor and one continuously measured predictor; and 2) a model comprised of two dichotomous

predictors. In all cases, a dichotomous dependent variable was employed.

Therefore, both of the logistic regression models were of the following form (SAS Institute,

1995):

logit(R) = log(pi/(1-p;)) = a + 11,X, + R2x,

where: pi = Prob(Yi = Yli X, X2) is the response probability to
be modeled, and Y, is the
first ordered level of Y.

a is the intercept parameter.

fli is the vector of slope parameters.
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is the vector of a continuous explanatory variable in
the first logistic regression model, and is the vector of
a dichotomous explanatory variable in the second
logistic regression model.

X, is the vector of a dichotomous explanatory variable.

Specifically, the two logistic regression models were simulated using the respective low

measurement reliability levels on all variables, within each level of base rate. Next, the two logistic

regression models were simulated using the respective high reliability levels on all variables, within

each level of base rate. The simulations were then repeated for the two logistic regression models

using the respective high reliability values on the first predictor in the model, while employing the

respective low reliability values on the second predictor. Finally, the simulations were repeated for

the two logistic regression models using the respective low reliability values on the first predictor,

while employing the respective high reliability values on the second predictor.

Generating 2 x 2 Classification Prediction Tables

Once 2,000 replications of a given logistic regression model were simulated, 2 X 2

classification tables were generated from the logistic regression results. One marginal distribution of

the table was defined by the base rate (i.e., the actual ratio of Y = 1 to Y =0). The other marginal

distribution, the selection ratio, was defined by setting a predicted probability cutoff point to

determine who was predicted to have Y =1 and who was predicted to have Y =O. This process was

repeated across five cutoff point choices (and their associated selection ratios): .10, .30, .50, .70,

and .90. Thus, a cutoff point of .10 would mean that all subjects with predicted probabilities for

Y = 1 that were greater than or equal to .10 would be selected for that category by the model (a

large selection ratio). Conversely, a cutoff point of .90 would result in a very small selection ratio.
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While the same cutoff points were applied to all simulated logistic regression models, the

resulting selection ratios were dependent upon the predicted probability distribution generated by

each individual prediction model. The shape of the predicted probability distribution was influenced

by the choice of base rate. Therefore, a normally distributed predicted probability distribution would

result in a larger selection ratio at a high cutoff point, than would a highly skewed predicted

probability distribution after employing that same cutoff point. The actual values of the selection

ratios for each of the simulated logistic regression models were not observed. The primary point of

manipulating the cutoff point was to show how the indices fluctuated as the selection ratio got

smaller or larger, within a given base rate. It was not an intention of this study to specify what

those exact selection ratio levels were.

7

Computing Predictive Efficiency Indices

Once 2 X 2 classification tables (cross tabulations of predicted success/failure outcomes

with observed success/failure outcomes) were generated for all 2,000 replications of a given

logistic regression model, three predictive efficiency and accuracy indices (An, Tr), and (I)p ) proposed

by Menard (1995) for use with logistic regression models, were computed for each corresponding

classification table. Two additional indices of predictive accuracy and efficiency, the Relative

Improvement Over Chance (RIOC) index and the percentage correct classification, were generated

as well. Next, means and standard deviations for each index were computed across the 2,000

replications. These summary data were then tabled and graphed. Thus, in all, 120 logistic

regression models were designed and generated through a SAS computer simulation program.

Menard suggested that his adaptations of the three predictive efficiency indices he proposes

for use with logistic regression models (i.e., Xp i Tp, and Itlp ) are more appropriate for use with logistic

regression models (particularly since two of the three indices account for the observed base rate),

yet he failed to demonstrate the efficacy of these measures as various model conditions and base
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rates change. This current study addresses a number of research questions pertaining to how these

indices of predictive efficiency would perform under specified logistic regression model constraints

(see also Soderstrom, 1997). Specifically, these research questions inquired as to how Menard's

(1995) three recommended indices of predictive efficiency (i.e., Ap, -rp, and (tip), as well as the

frequently used Relative Improvement Over Chance (RIOC) and the percentage correct classification

indices, would be influenced by fluctuations in the base rate, given various constraints (i.e.,

changes in measurement reliability levels of predictor variables, changes in sample size, and

changes in selection ratio) of the logistic regression model.

Investigation of Sample Size Influence

Additionally, influences of sample size were investigated. Once all 120 logistic

regression models were simulated using a large sample size of 2,000 (again, see Tables 3 and 4), a

subsample of these models were simulated again using a small sample size of 200. Due to the

extensive amount of computer time involved in computing 2,000 replications of each logistic

regression model, it was expected that the sample size issue could be adequately addressed by

comparing predictive efficiency index variation for only a subsample (16) of the models,

representing a cross-section of reliability, base rate, and cutoff point combinations.

Thus, in all, 136 logistic regression models were designed and generated through the

computer simulation program. Simulations were replicated 2,000 times for each model so that

results could be averaged over the replications. This produced standard errors for the proportions of

about .01.

It also should be noted that this study is an extension of earlier investigations of the base

rate which did not explore the effects of reliability of the predictor variables on resulting predictive

efficiency indices (see Soderstrom & Leitner, 1996). It is expected that this study will fill a

methodological void concerning the use of predictive efficiency indices; namely, to indicate under
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what types of logistic regression conditions they appear to be less sensitive to changes in the base

rate, as the conditions of selection ratio, reliability levels of predictor variables, and sample size are

varied.

Results

Because a total of 17 tables and 41 figures were required to present the results of this

study in tabular and graphical form, only verbal summaries of these results are presented here. The

reader is encouraged to obtain a copy of the dissertation which contains the more detailed results

of the dissertation (see Soderstrom, 1997).

The results of this study will be discussed separately as they pertain to each individual

efficiency index, to the base rate problem, to the selection ratio, to the measurement reliability of

predictor variables, and to the sample size. Following this discussion, tables summarizing the

primary findings of this study will be presented.

The results from analyses of the simulated logistic regression models led to the conclusion

that Op tended to yield the highest estimates of predictive efficiency, regardless of base rate or

selection ratio. Additionally, Op was found to be the least sensitive to base rate changes of the

three predictive efficiency indices proposed by Menard (1995) for use with logistic regression

models.

The results of the analyses performed on simulated logistic regression models led to the

conclusion that Op tended to yield the highest estimates of predictive efficiency, regardless of base

rate or selection ration when the model was comprised of a continuous and a dichotomous

predictor. But when the model was comprised of two dichotomous predictors, Tp became the most

base rate invariant, followed by Op, and then Xp Further, the results led to the conclusion that when
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the logistic regression model was comprised of one continuous predictor and one dichotomous

predictor, (Op remained close in value to -rp, regardless of the reliability levels of the predictor

variables. However, when the logistic regression model contained two dichotomous predictors, (1)p

was closer in value to Xp if the base rate was .10, but was closer in value to Tp if the base rate was

.30. All three efficiency indices were identical in value when the base rate was .50. Once again,

these patterns were consistent across all measurement reliability combinations.

A

Results from analyses of simulated logistic regression models led to the conclusion

that Ap consistently yielded the lowest and most variable estimates of predictive efficiency,

regardless of sample size, base rate, or selection ratio. Additionally, Xp was found to be the most

sensitive to fluctuations in the base rate. The type of predictors (continuous or dichotomous) and

their levels of measurement reliability (high or low) did not alter these findings.

Tp

The results of the analyses performed on simulated logistic regression models led to the

conclusion that when the logistic regression model was comprised of one continuous predictor and

one dichotomous predictor, Tp remained close in value to (1:1p regardless of the reliability levels of the

predictor variables. However, when the logistic regression model contained two dichotomous

predictors, Tp was closer in value to Ap if the base rate was .10, but was closer in value to (tsp if the

base rate was .30. All three efficiency indices were identical in value when the base rate was .50.

Once again, these patterns were consistent across all measurement reliability combinations.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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RIOC

11

The general conclusion made about RIOC upon completion of the simulated logistic

regression model analyses was that the index was very consistent across all base rate and cutoff

point (and associated selection ratio) combinations, unless both of the predictors demonstrated low

reliability. It did not matter whether or not the model contained a continuous or a dichotomous

predictor, nor did it matter which predictor had the high reliability. However, if both predictors

displayed low reliability, then the RIOC means were quite variable across all base rate and cutoff

point scenarios.

Another finding identified with the RIOC index was the fact that when the logistic

regression model contained only dichotomous predictors (as opposed to continuous predictors), and

when the base rate was .10 or .30 coupled with a high predicted probability cutoff point (i.e., low

selection ratio), the RIOC index was not calculable. This type of base rate/cutoff point combination

most likely resulted in a large number of false negatives.

The explanation for this inability to compute the RIOC index was that zero values were

occurring in the denominator of the index formula. If zeros had occurred in the numerator of the

index formula, the index would have returned a value of zero. Since the denominator of the RIOC

index is computed as the frequency of random correct (expected) predictions minus the frequency

of maximum correct (possible) predictions, it was concluded that the expected frequencies were

equal to the possible frequencies in the cases where the index was incalculable.

Percent Correct Classification

Results from analyses of simulated logistic regression models revealed that when the model

was comprised of a continuous predictor and a dichotomous predictor, the percent correct

classification index consistently indicated good classification ability of the model across most base

rate and cutoff point levels. The only exception to this statement was when both predictors
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displayed low reliability, which in turn caused the percent of correct classifications to vary

considerably across base rate/selection ratio combinations.

When the logistic regression model was comprised of two dichotomous predictors, the

general finding for the percent correct classifications index was that the model generally indicated

good classification ability at base rate levels of .10 and .50. But when the base rate was .30, the

classification ability of the model dropped considerably at high cutoff points (i.e., low selection

ratios). Once again, the model with low reliability in both of the predictors was an exception to this

statement, since this particular model classified a high proportion of cases correctly when the base

rate was .10, but displayed worse classification ability as the base rate approached .50.

12

Base Rate

Several key findings were obtained regarding the influence of base rate on predictive

efficiency indices. First, all three predictive efficiency indices proposed by Menard (1995) for use

with logistic regression models were found to be sensitive to fluctuations in the base rate. Op was

determined to be the most base rate invariant index, followed by -rp, while Ap displayed the greatest

sensitivity to base rate changes.

It was not surprising that (Pp was found to be the most base rate invariant of the three

predictive efficiency indices recommended for use with logistic regression, since it was the only

coefficient that took both the base rate and the selection ratio into account in its computation.

However, this finding was contradictory to Menard's (1995) suggestion that rp would probably be

the most appropriate index to utilize when assessing a model's predictive efficiency.

Second, all three of Menard's (1995) predictive efficiency indices yielded means that were

more consistent (with themselves and with each other) across selection ratio levels within a given

base rate, the closer the base rate was to .50. This finding led to the conclusion that as long as the

base rate was close to .50, it did not matter which index was utilized. But if the base rate was
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much less than .50, the estimates of predictive efficiency yielded by the three indices would vary

considerably.

Thus, this finding was consistent with Davis' (1971) recommendation which was cited in

Smith (1996, p. 94), and which suggested that "researchers seek a 50-50 split in studying

associations of dichotomies and avoid dichotomies more extreme than 30:70." Smith concurred

with this advice.

The results from analyses of simulated logistic regression models indicated that the model

type (i.e., either one continuous and one dichotomous predictor, or two dichotomous predictors), as

well as the reliability levels of the predictors, did have additional influence on the predictive

efficiency indices.

It was observed that when the model was comprised of one continuous and one

dichotomous predictor, the indices were much more base rate invariant than when the model

contained two dichotomous predictors. Measurement reliability levels of the predictors did not seem

to alter this finding, except for when both predictors displayed low reliability. This condition caused

all three efficiency indices to yield much lower estimates of predictive efficiency than was the case

for the model containing a continuous and a dichotomous predictor. Yet, even when both predictors

displayed low reliability, all three indices became more stable (i.e., closer in value) when the base

rate was .50.

Further, when the base rate was .30 or .50, predictive efficiency index means did not vary

across cutoff point levels within the given base rate. But when the base rate was .10, the index

means even varied across cutoff points.

It also was observed that when the logistic regression model was comprised of two

dichotomous predictors, the three predictive efficiency indices were much more sensitive to base

rate changes than was the case for the model containing a continuous and a dichotomous

predictor. This conclusion derived from the observation that all three of Menard's (1995) indices

13
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tended to be consistent in value across cutoff point levels within any given base rate, but were

extremely inconsistent in value across base rate levels for the model comprised of two dichotomous

predictors.

Another interesting finding which resulted from analyses of the simulated logistic regression

models was that while (Op was the most base rate invariant index for the model comprised of one

continuous and one dichotomous predictor, -rp was the most base rate invariant index for the model

comprised of two dichotomous variables. But for either model type, Xr, was always the most

sensitive to base rate changes.

The finding that -rp was more base rate invariant than COp when the logistic regression model

contained two dichotomous predictors was consistent with Menard's (1995) recommendation to

select Tp to assess a logistic regression model's predictive efficiency. In his monograph, Menard

(1995) demonstrated logistic regression analyses using only categorical predictor variables. This

observation, coupled with the findings of the current study regarding the model comprised of only

dichotomous variables, allowed for speculation as to why Menard recommended the use of Tr, over

14

p

Selection Ratio

The conclusion particularly relevant to the selection ratio which was derived from the

analyses of the simulated logistic regression models was that regardless of the base rate level, the

efficiency indices always indicated improved predictive efficiency as the selection ratio approached

the value of the base rate. Additionally, it was concluded that there was much less variation in

index means across predicted probability cutoff points within any given base rate level if the model

contained only dichotomous predictors. But if a continuous predictor was included in the model,

index means varied more across cutoff points within any given base rate.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Measurement Reliability Of Predictor Variables

Results from analyses of the simulated logistic regression models led to several conclusions

regarding the measurement reliability of the predictor variables. When the model was comprised of

one continuous and one dichotomous predictor, the indices were not as sensitive to base rate

changes as long as the continuous predictor was measured with high reliability. Thus, when the

logistic regression model had either low reliability on both predictors, or low reliability on the

continuous predictor but high reliability on the dichotomous predictor, index means were quite

variable across base rate and cutoff point levels. On the other hand, if the model at least had high

reliability on the continuous predictor, index means were much more consistent across base rate

and cutoff point (and their associated selection ratio) levels.

When the logistic regression model was comprised of two dichotomous predictors, the

conclusion was slightly different. It was observed that as long as at least one of the two

dichotomous predictors displayed high reliability, the influence of base rate changes was similar

across reliability combinations (i.e., high reliability on both predictors; high reliability on the first

predictor and low reliability on the second predictor; low reliability on the first predictor and high

reliability on the second predictor). But for the model with low reliability in both predictors, all base

rate and cutoff point combinations yielded index means that were consistently low.

Sample Size

The key conclusion made regarding the influence of sample size was that it had very little

impact on the mean values of the indices across the 2,000 replications. However, the standard

errors associated with these means were substantially larger at smaller sample sizes. Thus, it was

concluded that more variability in computed indices across samples should be expected as sample

size decreases.
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The results just presented for simulated logistic regression models with a continuous

predictor and a dichotomous predictor can be found in table 1. Similarly, the results just presented

for simulated logistic regression models with two dichotomous predictors can be found in table 2.

16

Table 1

Summary of Results and Conclusions for Simulated Logistic Regression Models with Continuous X,

and Dichotomous X2

Measurement Reliability Effects

Base Rate Effects Sample Size Effects

1) At base rate = .10 there was a

lot of index mean variation across

cutoff points and across indices;

2) Index means became more

consistent across cutoff points and

across indices as the base rate

approached .50;

3) 4) and T consistently were

closest in value;

4) 4) was the most base rate

invariant, followed by rp, followed

by gyp;

5) Not much influence of base rate

on RIOC nor percentage correct

classifications.

1) Not much base rate influence on

indices unless the continuous

predictor was measured with low

reliability;

2) As long as the continuous

predictor had high reliability, it did

not matter what the reliability level

of the dichotomous predictor was.

Index means were similar across

sample sizes, but the standard

deviations were larger for the small

sample scenario.
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Table 2

Summary of Results and Conclusions for Simulated Logistic Regression Models with Two

Dichotomous Predictors

Measurement Reliability Effects

Base Rate Effects Sample Size Effects

1) There was a substantial base

rate influence on all 3 predictive

efficiency indices;

2Index means were more

consistent across cutoff points

within a given base rate than

across base rate levels;

3) At base rate= .10, Op and Ap

were closest in mean value; but as

the base rate approached .50 all

index means became more

consistent with each other;

4) Tp was most base rate invariant,

followed by op, followed by Ap;

5) RIOC often not computable;

6) Both RIOC and percentage

correct classifications indices were

more influenced by base rate

changes than when a continuous

predictor was included in the

model.

The only time the reliability levels

of the predictors were influential

was when both predictors were

measured with low reliability--had

the effect of substantially lowering

all index means (even when the

model classified well).

Index means were similar across

sample sizes, but the standard

deviations were larger for the small

sample scenario.

17

Recommendations

The recommendations for this study will be presented in two sections. The first section will

discuss recommendations regarding the use of the predictive efficiency indices to assess the

amount of improved predictive ability, over and above chance prediction, for logistic regression

models. A table summarizing these recommendations will be presented as well. The second section

will discuss recommendations for future research.
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Use Of Predictive Efficiency Indices

Based on the conclusions of this current study, it is recommended that researchers utilize

the 1:1)p index when estimating the predictive efficiency of their logistic regression models. Also, it

should be kept in mind that if any continuously measured predictors are included in the logistic

regression model, (Op will be the most base rate invariant index. But if the model contains only

dichotomous predictors, Tp will be the least sensitive to base rate fluctuations.

Further, because researchers often conduct their research in a manner that involves some

nonrandomized selection of subjects, they typically do not know the actual base rates of their

samples. Since (Pp generally was the most base rate invariant index across the majority of model

conditions simulated in this study, further support was provided regarding the recommendation to

use the cl)p index.

While (Op was found to be the most stable index across the various logistic regression model

conditions, it is recommended that researchers compute all three of Menard's 11995) predictive

efficiency indices. By comparing the values obtained across the three indices, some indication

might be provided as to the underlying base rate of the sample. If all of the indices yield similar

values, it could be inferred that the base rate is close to .50. On the other hand, if all of the indices

yield distinctly disparate values, it could be inferred that the base rate is not close to .50, and the

researcher then should use caution in interpreting the estimate of predictive efficiency. See Table 3

for a summary of these recommendations.
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Table 3

Recommendations for Usage of Predictive Efficiency Indices

Model Conditions Recommended Index

Base rate close to .50 It does not matter which of the 3 predictive efficiency

indices are used; Op was the most base rate invariant

across all other model conditions.

Base rate smaller than .30;

Model has Continuous X, and Dichotomous X2

Use Op; Measure the continuous predictor with high

reliability; RIOC can also be used if both predictors are

not measured with low reliability.

Base rate smaller than .30;

Model has Dichotomous X, and X2

Use -r,,; RIOC often not calculable; RIOC can be used

as long as both predictor variables are not measured

with low reliability; While measurement reliability may

have power implications for detecting statistically

significant predictors, it did not appear to moderate

base rate influences.

Large or Small Sample Size It does not matter which of the indices to use;

However, cl),, is recommended since it is the most base

rate invariant index over the greatest number of model

conditions; While sample size may have power

implications for detecting statistically significant

predictors, it did not appear to moderate base rate

influences.

Uncertainty Regarding Base Rate Use cri,, since it is the most base rate invariant index

over the greatest number of model conditions.

19

Future Research

One recommendation for future research is that these same indices should continue to be

investigated for base rate influence within other designs of logistic regression models. It is possible

that there are other predictor variable combinations which alter the patterns of the index means.

2 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Additionally, a future investigation of the influence of measurement reliability on predictive

efficiency indices should include a component to explore these influences as they pertain to the

criterion variable. The current study only investigated the influence of measurement reliability in the

predictor variables. It would be interesting to determine if the patterns detected in this study would

change if the reliability of the criterion variable was manipulated as well.

A final recommendation is that the search for a base rate invariant predictive efficiency

index continues. As long as model conditions dictate the appropriateness of an index for assessing

efficiency, ambiguity will continue to exist regarding which index to use, and when to use it.
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